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From the socio-political point of view, our world is in a mess. This claim John Bunzl and Nick Duffell, 
the authors of the recent book: "The Simpol Solution; Solving Global Problems Could Be Easier Than 
We Think"[1]. They conclude with the following:

Simpol [Simultaneous Policy] may not have all the answers. Simpol is not designed to 
address every problem but is tailored towards solving global problems. This means that 
all the various solutions presently being pursued by NGOs, governments and others still 
remain important at regional, national and local levels. For the global level, Simpol 
seems to answer more key questions and meets more key criteria than any other proposal
we have seen so far.

From the philosophical point of view of an evolutionary biologist, Andreas Weber, we should become 
aware that "[a] fundamental shift is waiting for us". In his recent book: "The Biology of Wonder; 
Aliveness, Feeling, and the Metamorphosis of Science" [2], Weber delivers his biological background 
for Bunzl and Duffell' Simpol. He describes our present situation not as a mess of the world but as an 
evolutionary step of our life on Earth. He writes in his introduction:

An individual point of view and feelings are not marginal, transient epiphenomenon but 
rather the opposite: the foundation from which an explanation of life has to start. The 
new biology places value and feeling at the center of physics of living organisms - not as
one of many interpretive approaches, but as an indispensable element of a scientific 
description of life. ... Today, researchers are discovering that feeling - the experience of a
subjective standpoint - and the desire to exist are phenomena that lie at the heart of a 
modern concept of biology. This message is so radical that, so far, it is not readily 
understood.

From a strictly physical point of view, the socio-political shift of John Bunzl and Nick Duffell and the 
biological shift of Andreas Weber are not waiting for us but are already here in our midst – since 
~1800, with a necessary evolutionary shift toward our first truly global civilisation on Earth. In my 
recent book: "Unified Physics; Which Einstein & co. Dreamed of And is Finally Realised Now" [3], I 
[Peter Jakubowski] write at the end of my book:

This picture [by Arnold J. Toynbee] of a decay of civilisations  as social units is highly 
compatible with my physical picture of a decay of civilisations seen as the genealogical 
units. From my picture we can see now that our own Genus has not yet had enough 
time to develop any second new Species. This is the reason, why we all, inhabiting the 
whole Earth today, belong to a single Species. We have gone till now only half of our 
way to a new Species. The last "splitting" of level 5 (and 4) defines the beginning of the 
series of six "great" civilisations preceding our present one, the First Global civilisation on
Earth. The most characteristic examples of those civilisations were: Atlantis Survivors, Old
Egypt, New Egypt, Greek, Roman, and the Medieval civilisations. The exact theoretical 
lifespan of those civilisations (of 1118,22 years) are precisely documented historically and
thus is serving as an additional observational proof of the reality of the Cosmic Timescale
of our Cosmic Hierarchy, and consequently, of the Cosmic Hierarchy itself. ...



Do we really realise, where are we "sitting" today on our genealogical tree? We have
just reached the half of the step to the first splitting of our Genus allowing a new Species
of the Genus to appear in 6842 years [as of 2017]. Eleven such splittings will follow
during the present period of the level 5. Therefore we have to understand and to accept
that our collectively traumatized Species was not continuously growing intellectually and
bodily  all  the  time  since  its  origin  6736  years  ago.  Quite  on  the  contrary,  our
development was highly destructive rather than constructive during this time. We were
steadily loosing, forgetting, and damaging more of the advanced knowledge and culture
of  the  ancient  civilisations  than  gaining  a  new knowledge  and  ideas.  The  fantastic
techniques to build pyramids, sphinx, or megalithic objects, the knowledge to organize
large  human  communities  and  cities,  the  understanding  of  our  role  in  the  cosmic
environment, the ability to communicate across the oceans, the healing techniques of the
Australian aboriginal people, and probably much more above that, has been erased from
our global memory.

Only now, in our First Global civilisation, with its unique technical possibility to build a
global network of hearts and minds, we have also a new possibility to "read out" the
Universal Quantum Field, the Akasha Field, searching for the lost information. It seems
that  we  have  now  a  real  chance  to  change  the  negative  direction  of  the  human
development to the positive once again. The primary condition for this change is the
obligatory paradigm change, not only in the natural sciences and in humanities, but also
in  our  consciousness.  It  is  exactly  what  our  visionary  leadership,  like  the  Club  of
Budapest, is trying to reach today. We have to support them with all our knowledge and
intuition. ...

We have to wake up, to stop our negative evolution in all parts of our World, and to
grow again, physically and mentally. There are many fantastic tasks waiting for us in the
near future.

How the Unified Physics, beginning with the Universal Creative Potential and the Quantum Spectrum 
of all possible Matter-Spirit quanta, is actually reaching at the above quoted conclusions, will be 
(hopefully soon) discussed between the contributing authors and all interested supporters of the 
Simultaneous Policy.
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